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Abstract
Purpose: Active surveillance is increasingly accepted as a treatment option for favorable-risk prostate
cancer. Long-term follow-up has been lacking. In this study, we report the long-term outcome of a
large active surveillance protocol in men with favorable-risk prostate cancer.
Patients and Methods: In a prospective single-arm cohort study carried out at a single academic health
sciences center, 993 men with favorable- or intermediate-risk prostate cancer were managed with an
initial expectant approach. Intervention was offered for a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) doubling time
of less than 3 years, Gleason score progression, or unequivocal clinical progression. Main outcome
measures were overall and disease specific survival, rate of treatment, and PSA failure rate in the
treated patients.
Results: Among the 819 survivors, the median follow-up time from the first biopsy is 6.4 years (range,
0.2 to 19.8 years). One hundred forty-nine (15%) of 993 patients died, and 844 patients are alive
(censored rate, 85.0%). There were 15 deaths (1.5%) from prostate cancer. The 10- and 15-year
actuarial cause-specific survival rates were 98.1% and 94.3%, respectively. An additional 13 patients
(1.3%) developed metastatic disease and are alive with confirmed metastases (n _ 9) or have died of
other causes (n _ 4). At 5, 10, and 15 years, 75.7%, 63.5%, and 55.0% of patients remained untreated
and on surveillance. The cumulative hazard ratio for nonprostate-to-prostate cancer mortality was 9.2:1.
Conclusion: Active surveillance for favorable-risk prostate cancer is feasible and seems safe in the 15year time frame. In our cohort, 2.8% of patients have developed metastatic disease, and 1.5% have died
of prostate cancer. This mortality rate is consistent with expected mortality in favorable-risk patients
managed with initial definitive intervention.
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Introduction
With the coming of prostate-explicit antigen (PSA) screening and the expansion in the
quantity of transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)– guided biopsy centers, there has been an
emotional ascent in the frequency of okay prostate malignant growth (LRPC; Gleason 6,T1c,
low volume) [1, 2]. In light of patients distinguished between1996 and 2003, 91% of new
instances of prostate malignant growth (PCa) were relied upon to be determined to have
clinically confined infection and a foreseen 5-yr relative survival moving toward 100% [3].
The same number of as half of PC a cases identified by screening might be ''over-analyzed,''
with 5– 12 yr of lead time before treatment ends up vital [4]. Strikingly, treatment designs
have not mirrored the descending stage and hazard movement of these recently analyzed
LRPC patients [5, 6]. Thusly, the quandary in regards to treatment choices has turned out to be
all the more difficult. Since >97% of men with LRPC are probably going to bite the dust of
an option that is other than PCa [7], it is important that patients offer idea to whether early
therapeudic treatment—with a half probability of negative wellbeing related personal
satisfaction (HRQoL) sequelae—is the main alternative at conclusion. The idea of dynamic
observation (AS) for LRPC has advanced since the 1990s. At first, careful pausing (WW)
was progressed as a feasible procedure for LRPC patients, postponing treatment and its
related comorbidities until the point when clinical movement was watched [8, 9]. Patients
choosing WW had restricted ailment however were more established or had comorbidities
that blocked them from having remedial treatment. Regularly, those treated were
recommended palliative treatment, suchas and rogendeprivation treatment. D'Amico et al
made fundamental rules in 1998 to characterize LRPC and consequently those patients
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qualified for AS: PSA levels _10, Gleason score<7 (no 4 or5
in biopsy), and stage T1a– 2a illness [10]. In the course of the
last 10 yr, PSA speed and thickness and malignant growth
volume per center have added to refining the writing on AS
[7, 8]
. The objective of this examination was to explore how
best to pursue LRPC patients who have settled on the choice
to be cautiously observed on AS and to figure out what level
of AS patients were dealt with. Moreover, if patients met the
criteria for treatment while on AS, would they say they were
probably going to be restored with treatment? We
additionally dissected the information on personal
satisfaction (QoL).
Materials and Methods
With the coming of prostate-explicit antigen (PSA)
screening and the expansion in the quantity of transrectal
ultrasound (TRUS)– guided biopsy centers, there has been
an emotional ascent in the frequency of generally safe
prostate disease (LRPC; Gleason 6, T1c, low volume) [1, 2].
In view of patients distinguished between1996 and 2003,
91% of new instances of prostate malignancy (PCa) were
required to be determined to have clinically limited sickness
and a foreseen 5-yr relative survival moving toward 100%
[3]
. The same number of as half of PC a cases recognized by
screening might be ''over-analyzed,'' with 5– 12 yr of lead
time before treatment winds up essential [4]. Strangely,
treatment designs have not mirrored the descending stage
and hazard movement of these recently analyzed LRPC
patients [5, 6]. Thus, the difficulty with respect to treatment
choices has turned out to be all the more difficult. Since
>97% of men with LRPC are probably going to kick the
bucket of an option that is other than PCa [7], it is important
that patients offer idea to whether early corrective
treatment—with a half probability of negative wellbeing
related personal satisfaction (HRQoL) sequelae—is the
main choice at conclusion. The idea of dynamic observation
(AS) for LRPC has developed since the 1990s. At first,
careful pausing (WW) was progressed as a suitable
procedure for LRPC patients, postponing treatment and its
related comorbidities until the point that clinical movement
was watched [8, 9]. Patients choosing WW had restricted
malady yet were more established or had comorbidities that
blocked them from having therapeudic treatment. Regularly,
those treated were recommended palliative treatment, such
as and rogendeprivation treatment. D'Amico et al made
starter rules in 1998 to characterize LRPC and accordingly
those patients qualified for AS: PSA levels _10, Gleason
score<7 (no 4 or5 in biopsy), and stage T1a– 2a ailment [10].
In the course of the last 10 yr, PSA speed and thickness and
malignant growth volume per center have added to refining
the writing on AS [7, 8]. The objective of this examination
was to research how best to pursue LRPC patients who have
settled on the choice to be cautiously checked on AS and to
figure out what level of AS patients were dealt with.
Likewise, if patients met the criteria for treatment while on
AS, would they say they were probably going to be restored
with treatment? We additionally examined the information
on personal satisfaction (QoL).
Statistical Methods
Survival investigation was performed in all patients,
including Kaplan-Meier by and large survival (OS), causeexplicit survival (CSS), time to ceasing reconnaissance, and
time to PSA disappointment. Middle follow-up time was

determined utilizing the turn around Kaplan-Meier method
[12]
. PSA disappointment was characterized as a PSA more
than 0.2 ng/mL after medical procedure and PSA nadir in
addition to 2 ng/mL after radiation. PSA DT was determined
utilizing the general straight blended model method [13]. The
Hosmer-Leme show test was performed for decency of-fit.
Inward approval of the two last multivariable models was
performed utilizing the nonparametric bootstrap strategy.
Results
Patient Population
The present accomplice (information bolt was May 5, 2013)
involves 993 patients. Median age is 67.8 years (range, 41 to
89 years). Two hundred six patients have been watched for
over 10 years and 50 patients for over 15 years. Among
every one of the 993 patients, 149 kicked the bucket, 819
were alive, and 25 (2.5%) were lost to development. The
middle follow-up time from the initial cancer diagnosis is
6.4 years (go, 0.2 to19.8 years). Ten percent of patients were
entered onto the investigation inside the past 2 years. The
dispersion of patients by stage, review, and PSA is appeared
in Appendix Table A1 (online just) and Table 1. Five
percent of patients were analyzed after a transurethral
resection of the prostate, 74% had T1c sickness, 17% had a
tangible knob, and 4% were named having obscure stage.
Gauge PSA was under 2.5 ng/mL in 14%, 2.5 to 5 ng/mL in
30%, 5 to 10 ng/mL in 43%, more noteworthy than 10
ng/mL in 11%, and obscure in 2% of patients. Eighty-four
percent of patients had a Gleason score of_6, and 13% had a
Gleason score of 7 (3_4). Gauge Gleason score couldn't be
found out in 2% of patients (whose unique biopsies were
performed outside of our organization _10 years back).
Twenty-one percent of patients were halfway hazard, of
whom 3% had both PSA in excess of 10 ng/mL and Gleason
score of 7.
Mortality Outcomes
Among 993 patients, 149 patients (15%) passed on, and 844
patients were alive (controlled rate, 85%). The OS run was
0.2 to 20.2 years. The 10-and 15-yearOSrates were80%and
62%, individually. In univariable and multivariable Cox
corresponding dangers relapse investigations, four
noteworthy prescient variables at standard were found and
stayed in the multivariable model, in particular, age_ 70
years (risk proportion [HR], 2.87; 95% CI, 1.88 to 4.38; P _
.001), trans rectal ultrasonography volume (HR, 0.983; 95%
CI, 0.973 to 0.993;P_.001), Gleason score more than 6 (HR,
1.70;95%CI, 1.14 to 2.55; P _ .010), and PSA esteems (log
scale; HR, 1.52; 95% CI, 1.00 to 2.31; P_.048). Among 993
patients, there were 15 passings (1.5%) from prostate
malignancy, and 978 patients were alive or experienced
demise different causes. Each of the 15 patients who passed
on of prostate malignant growth had affirmed metastases
before death. An extra 13 patients (1.3%) with affirmed
metastases are alive (n _ 9) or kicked the bucket of all
around recorded different causes (n _ 4). Consequently,
2.8% (n _ 28) of the whole companion has created
metastatic ailment. Middle line up time for the patients with
metastatic malady was 9.6 years (extend, 2.3 to 16.4 years).
Middle time to metastasis was 7.3 years (95% CI, 5.81 to
8.76 years). Twelve (44%) of the 28 patients with
metastases had a Gleason score of 3_4 (7) at conclusion (v
13% of the general companion). Seven patients (26%)
satisfied Epstein criteria for generally safe. Of the 15
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patients who passed on of prostate malignant growth, seven
patients got radiotherapy (RT), two had an extreme
prostatectomy (RP), four got androgen-hardship treatment
as sole treatment, and two rejected treatment until the point
that metastatic ailment created. The 10-and 15-year actuarial
CSS rates were 98%, and 94%, separately. CSS did not
contrast between patients not exactly or more noteworthy
than age 70 years. Only two of 28 patients who created
metastasis were not moved up to Gleason score _ 7
preceding creating metastatic illness. Neither of these two
patients had careful reviewing.
Discussion
Dynamic observation has been progressively acknowledged
as a sheltered way to deal with good hazard prostate
malignancy in the 5-to 10-year time period. In this
arrangement, follow-up is stretched out to 16 years. Two
hundred six patients have been watched for over 10 years
and 60 patients for over 15 years. The 10-and 15-year
actuarial CSS rates are 98.1% and 94.3%, individually. Just
15 patients in this associate of 993 patients have kicked the
bucket of prostate malignant growth, and an extra 13
patients have created metastatic illness. The OS rate is
85.0%. More youthful patients were not at expanded hazard
for prostate malignancy mortality. Post hoc control
examination verified that our investigation accomplished
more noteworthy than 99% capacity to differentiate the 15year prostate malignant growth mortality between 5.7% in
our investigation and 22% in the investigation by Albertsen
et al. [14] There are seven dynamic observation arrangement
in the writing, including this one (Table 2), comprising more
than 4,000 patients [3, 15-19]. OS in the joined partner is 93%,
and the ailment explicit survival is 99.7%. 33% of patients
have been dealt with completely. The information revealed
here broaden the certainty with respect to the slothful and
nonlethal nature of most great hazard prostate malignancy
past 15 years. Twenty-five percent of the patients in this
examination satisfied the D'Amico criteria for transitional
hazard. In any case, the 15-year prostate disease mortality is
low. This backings the idea that in a screened populace,
chose men more seasoned than age 70 years with halfway
hazard prostate disease are possibility for observation.
Popiolek et al. [20] detailed prostate malignant growth
mortality in lowgrade patients dealt with careful pausing
(with no alternative of radical intercession) watched for over
30 years. In the generally safe gathering, prostate malignant
growth mortality was 13% by and large and was 11% and
28% at 15 and 20 years, individually. These patients, vitally,
were not offered deferred authoritative intercession. This
possible clarifies the two-overlap more noteworthy 15-year
prostate malignant growth mortality in the experience of
Popiolek et al. [20] contrasted and this dynamic
reconnaissance companion (11% v 5.7%, respectively). The
PSA movement rates among the 249 evaluable patients
offered complete nearby treatment 5 and 10 years after the
restorative intercession were 23% and 41%, separately. All
the more seriously, the rates of all patients on observation
who were dealt with and proceeded to encounter resulting
PSA disappointment were 2.8% and 10.2% at 5 and 10 years
after conclusion, individually. This is tantamount to the
result of radiation and medical procedure for positive hazard
infection. A PSA DT of under 3 years as the trigger for
intercession was related with a 7.8-overlap more serious
danger of PSA movement after conclusive treatment

contrasted and patients with a PSA DT _ 3 years (in whom
review movement was the typical sign for mediation). This
backings the idea that a PSADT of under 3 years is a marker
for forceful illness. It exhibits affectability yet needs
explicitness [21]. We recently announced that in 300 men
who stayed on reconnaissance long haul, none of whom had
clinical or pathologic movement, half had somewhere
around one trigger for intercession sooner or later amid the
follow-up period [22]. Therefore, depending on PSA energy
to figure out who to treat would result in noteworthy
overtreatment. The PSA disappointment rate of 25% in the
treated patients at 10 years contrasts positively and our past
report, where it was around that included many patients
from the late 1990s. Since confirmatory biopsies were not
mandatory until 2002, those men who were chance renamed
with higher-review sickness were analyzed later. They were
treated much of the time with 66 Gy of radiation, a portion
that today is considered sub therapeutic, and were oversaw
on reconnaissance in a period when involvement with this
methodology was restricted and decision making more
specially appointed. 10% of the general companion
experienced post-treatment PSA disappointment, steady
with PSA disappointment after radiation or medical
procedure in an ideal hazard cohort [23, 24]. Furthermore, the
vast majority of the carefully treated patients with PSA
disappointment got powerful rescue RT. More than 1,000
bootstrap tests, the SEs of coefficients for huge variables
anticipating for helpful mediation and for PSA failure after
authoritative treatment in the last multivariable models can
be found in Appendix Tables A2 and A3. Contrasted and the
first model evaluations (SE) for those critical prescient
factors in the multivariable examinations, the predisposition
of estimator or SE was comparable between the first SE and
the bootstrapping SE for the two models. In this manner, the
reproducibility of the models was confirmed. We presume
that these clinical parameters contributed fundamentally to
the remedial intercession and to the PSA disappointment
after treatment after approval by the bootstrap approach.
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